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Secret agent Randal Blake has been captured by the enemy, soon to be tortured and held in captivity. Or so
he thinks - until his captor makes it clear that he's interested in more than information or ransom. Bold and
sensual, the mysterious kidnapper offers Blake a unique alternative to traditional torture - and the drug he
slipped into Blake's food is making it seem all the more enticing. Will the straight spy decide to become
another man's sex slave? Warning! This 9,300 word story contains kidnapping, reluctant consent, bondage,
corporal punishment, collaring, first-time anal sex, gunplay, and fisting. Adults only!

- Excerpt -

The whole side of his head stinging and throbbing, Blake gave Sarceda a dangerous look. But it had no
power behind it, and they both knew. Blake was helpless. His shoulders ached. He squirmed against the
ropes, but it was no use - Sarceda obviously knew what he was doing when it came to knots.

"Apologize," he ordered, holding Blake's jaw in a vise grip.

Blake swallowed. "F*** off," he gritted out.

Sarceda's face relaxed into a smile. "That's right," he said. "Don't respond to pain. Just like they taught you."
He let go of Blake's face, kneeling back down and finishing the job of removing his shoes and socks. "All the
time and energy they expend, teaching you boys not to respond to pain. How much did they torture you, in
the name of making you into something more than human? And it never occurred to them to try and make
you immune to pleasure."

He stood, stroking the top of Blake's head as if he were a housecat. "Don't worry," he said. "By the time I'm
done with you, you'll remember what it means to feel pain the way the rest of us do."

"I admire your confidence," said Blake, softly. Sarceda's blunt fingernails were gently scratching his scalp
now, just the way he liked. The adrenaline that had been coursing through his veins was beginning to
dissipate, leaving him with a strange sense of calm. He felt a warm feeling spreading through his chest.

"You should know that I don't like being lied to," said Sarceda, stepping back and slipping out of his jacket.
He stripped down to the waist methodically as he spoke. "But, I do appreciate what you were trying to do.
Letting me believe this won't be your first time with a man. Teasing me with the possibilities. Very cute. But
unnecessary." He undid his belt and slipped it out of his trousers, taking both ends and looping it around in
one hand while caressing it with the other. "Do believe me when I say that there's no possibility of you
turning me on any more than you already do."

"Thank you," said Blake. "That's very kind."
The belt came down and hit the mattress with a loud thwack, inches from his skin. Blake couldn't stop
himself from flinching.

Sarceda laughed suddenly, tossing it aside. "No, I won't punish you that way. Not tonight." He knelt down by
Blake's feet again. "Close your eyes."
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From Reader Review Bound by the Enemy for online ebook

Rachael says

The story has potential yet it just fell a little flat for me. A true psychological breakdown would have been a
treat but in this story it just went so fast that it was unbelievable.
Would have loved more.

Simsala says

Short non-con/dub-con fix. Doesn`t make much sense without the sequel...

Optimist ?King's Wench? & MANTIES Champion says

Let's suspend reality, kids. Completely, totally, utterly unrealistic but almost so bad, it's good. Almost.

Here are some gems from this little jewel of a short.

Ok so, Blake is some sort of operative & he wakes up strapped down in a strange place. Does he get upset
when he wakes, you ask? No. Not at all. Kind of blasé about the whole thing actually. He's been kidnapped
by some underworld character named Sarceda who he describes as "some sort of sexually obsessed
madman". Sarceda proceeds to seduce Blake, who's never been with a man before (p.s.), by feeding him
lobster then proceeds to bind & fuck him. None of which has much of an impact on Blake. You know what I
mean! Get your mind out of the gutter. Curious situation, no?

Naturally, Blake makes a half-hearted escape attempt for which he's caned. Afterwards Sarceda says, "I can
see that I haven't quite succeeded in fucking the stupidity out of you." <---This is possible? To fuck someone
un-stupid?

During aforementioned un-stupid fucking…
"You've taken to this so well," he said. Look at you. Tell me, Blake, who's your master?"
"You are," Blake said hoarsely, without even hesitating.
(Quick side note: Can I just say, wherever this cat got his super secret spy skills, they need to re-evaluate
some things.)

Poor Blake gets the silent treatment during which he fears he'll become a "mindless, will-less slave with no
thought but pleasing his master". Erm… I thought you were some sort of covert badass?

FINALLY (really it was only like a week) Sarceda returns to fist & collar him because he's "just a natural
submissive. Like I always suspected". Whew, that was close. At first I thought this wasn't going to be
realistic at all. I can't tell you how relieved I am to be wrong.<---read sarcasm



Ayanna says

Short. I agree with whoever said this before - I don't like where it ends either. It really was just getting good,
you know.

Well, on to the sequel for me.

Awilk -never sleeps- says

2.5Stars

This was a really quick, little freebie, but it just didn't have enough to make me want to go out and spend any
money to buy two more tiny installments that I don't think will impress me.
The writing was good, I just need more to convince me to spend my money on more of this story.

Rachel says

This was so bad that I am surprised the ridiculous super villain didn't say, "Buahaha" as he had his way with
the one-dimensional meat head.

Beck says

★? rounded up to ★★

This short story had potential but I found it lacking in a lot of ways ... the capitulation of Randal Blake was
far too quick and completely unrealistic ... the BDSM elements were eye-brow raisingly simplistic and
formulaic and the whole fisting scene was reduced to ho-hum ... this story was like a pale shadow of Rachel
Haimowitz's work ... it's kinda like non-con with training wheels.

MLE says

Yawn. That was dull.

Eve says

[ a bit of caning, and a quite nice fisting scene, (hide spoiler)]



Don Bradshaw says

Not a bad short for a freebie. Hopefully the next book will develop the characters more. The rape and torture
were fairly bland as I know what was coming. I would be highly surprised if Blake had never taken it up the
ass before even though that's how the author painted him. I had to chuckle at how after days of not being
stretched Blake thrilled and got off while being fisted by Sarceda. Yes, it's fiction but let's make it believable
fiction.

Delilah Fawkes says

SMOKING HOT sexual tension!

I just finished reading this story, and had to leave a review because I truly enjoyed it :). Jessi Bond is a friend
of mine, but I picked this up because I have to admit... reading about straight men having first time gay
experiences is a HUGE kink for me! YUM! This story definitely did not disappoint.

The sexual build up between our hero and his captor is mesmerizing, like an erotic dance that will leave you
feeling goosebumps. It is a perfect mixture of being creepy and sexy, which almost makes it hotter. I like that
edge to my darker erotica, and this one definitely had it. The straight man is reluctant, forced... but then he
finds himself being taken to new heights of pleasure he never knew he wanted.

I'd definitely pick it up. Jessi's one of my favorite erotica authors, which is why I actually pay for her books
instead of offering to do free reviews! Check this one out, and pick up her freebie, Kidnapped by the Driver,
while you're at it! You'll be hooked on some great, well written erotica so hot it will make your toes curl!

Page Crusherz says

Short and hot. dubcon, but not extreme. Wish it were longer...somethings went a little...quickly...but it isn't
meant for deep literary analysis.

Emma Sea says

This was a fantastic plot outline. How I yearn to read this as an actual book! Mindfuckery, coersive
persuasion, emotional and physical manipulation = YUMMY!

As it stands I was only frustrated at what I wasn't getting to read. Jessi Bond's real name is clearly Skimmity
McSkimmerson.

Jo * Smut-Dickted * says

I do like my kidnap erotica and this one delivers although it is just too short to really completely fulfill the



promise. In spite of its abbreviated length it really does let you into the character's heads and get a feel for
the situation. This is fantasy erotica folks - far beyond the "don't try this at home" mentality - this is purely
fiction. Nothing more. So I'm not rating it on "realism" because, frankly, not so much. The sex was
tantalizing and well written and I do look forward to reading about what happens next. The ending is not
cliffhanger but certainly leaves open the possibility of more Sarceda. The length really is the issue.

JustJen "Miss Conduct" says

I enjoyed the start of this series about an agent who is captured by a drug lord and made into his personal sex
slave. I didn't like how quickly things happened with Blake giving in, but the rest kept my interest enough
that I was ready to jump right into the next segment.

I wish this were more drawn out, with more juicy details. As short as it is though, I had no problem getting a
sense of what was going on with Blake. Sarceda is a bit of another story, because I never really felt I knew
what his plans were at any point. At least I'm not the only one, as Blake never seems to know either.

So, while I wished it were longer, I'm definitely looking forward to reading more.


